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Abstract
To date, in Western jurisdictions, many criminal justice reforms are devised and implemented with a close
eye on public opinion. These are typically intended to regain or foster legitimacy. However, within this
context, there is no common understanding of this concept. This essay aims to provide such a conceptu-
alisation of legitimacy, to enable a consistent and systematic evaluation of attempts to accommodate public
opinion. To this end, five levels of legitimacy research are discussed that could structure evaluations of
public-opinion-targeted reforms: (1) the normative dimension, (2) the ‘audiences’ addressed, (3) the
purpose of the reforms, (4) trust and distrust, and (5) dialogic, or longitudinal effects. Furthermore,
since research departing from these five levels of analysis is likely to result in observations that are, by
nature, incommensurable, it is argued that an overall assessment of legitimacy always requires a judgment,
rather than mere measurement.
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1 Introduction

In recent decades, many reforms in Western criminal justice systems are characterised by an increased
gravitation towards the voice of the public. These include accommodating public opinion in sentencing
(Freiberg and Gelb, 2008a; Ryberg and Roberts, 2014b), political interventions aimed at ‘bridging the gap’
between established criminal justice practice and moral intuitions of the public (cf. Roberts, 2008) and an
increasing engagement of criminal justice professionals in public debates, profiling themselves as a public
servant rather than an autonomous expert (Roberts, 2008; Van de Bunt and Van Gelder, 2012).

These reforms usually promise to benefit the legitimacy of criminal justice and are promoted
throughout large parts of the criminal justice literature. Many scholars argue that a closer substantive
alignment between what the public wants and what criminal justice delivers would increase its moral
credibility and consequently its legitimacy (cf. Bibas, 2012; Robinson, 2013; 2014). Others claim that a
positioning of criminal justice actors that is more exposed to, and thus can be held accountable by, the
tribunal of public opinion would better fit present-day expectations and hence the way in which legit-
imacy is best ‘earned’ in contemporary societies (Dzur, 2012; cf. Rosanvallon, 2008).

The ubiquitous usage of the term ‘legitimacy’ in relation to public-opinion-related reforms does,
however, raise new questions about what the concept of legitimacy means in this particular context.
At present, there appears to be no common understanding. As a consequence, scholars are prone
to vacillating between different conceptions of the term or use the concept of legitimacy within this
context rather loosely (cf. Roberts and Plesničar, 2015). This is due to two underlying cleavages in
the understanding of legitimacy.

The first is between two approaches of legitimacy within the social sciences: The ‘American’ con-
ception of legitimacy and the ‘étatist-European’ understanding of the term (Smith, 2007, p. 30; Tonry,
2007, p. 3). Whereas the first is primarily concerned with perceived procedural justice based on direct
dealings with – in particular – the police and the courts, and is by birth rooted in an American
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criminal justice context, the latter is concerned with the public at large that forms its opinions on the
basis of vicarious sources and is believed to display particular discontent with substantive justice –
such as perceived leniency in sentencing (Loader and Sparks, 2013; Smith, 2007). While the latter
does prima facie provide a better framework for evaluating public-opinion-oriented reforms, it
lacks the operational clarity of the American conception of legitimacy.

A second distinction can be drawn between the normative approach of legitimacy of political phil-
osophy and the empirical approach of the social sciences (cf. Hinsch, 2010; Siems and Nelken, 2017).
While these two approaches are clearly distinct, it is becoming increasingly clear that full evaluations
of legitimacy need to take both into account (cf. Bottoms and Tankebe, 2012; Jackson and Bradford,
2019; Loader and Sparks, 2013). This is particularly important for the public-opinion-oriented
reforms that we are concerned with in this essay, since attempts to count the public in are often
regarded as a submission to penal populism or political opportunism (Pratt et al., 2005; Turner,
2014) and therefore considered to be potentially at odds with basic requirements of rational and
fair criminal justice. While the threat of engaging in essentially penal-populist activities has been asso-
ciated with both malign (Lacey, 2008; Zimring et al., 2001) and benign (cf. Ryberg and Roberts, 2014a)
attempts to accommodate public opinion in (European) criminal justice systems, this has not yet led to
an integrative framework for assessing legitimacy in this context.

The purpose of this essay is to provide a framework of legitimacy with which public-targeted initia-
tives in criminal justice can be evaluated. To this end, we depart from a ‘European’ perspective on
legitimacy, since we are primarily interested in reforms that are targeted towards the public at large,
focusing usually on (media) representations of the criminal justice system (and not on direct experi-
ences) and gravitate towards aspects of substantive, rather than procedural perceptions of justice.
Second, we presuppose that this framework cannot be a solely empirical matrix, but instead normative
perspectives should be considered as well.

Our framework will consist of a roadmap comprising five levels of analysis that should be addressed
when making such an assessment. In short, first, normative dimensions of legitimacy should be
mapped. Second, it should be taken into account that criminal justice serves multiple audiences
and public-opinion-targeted reforms can have different effects on different audiences. Third, the pur-
pose of legitimacy should be clear: it should be clear whether obedience or something else is pursued.
Fourth, a balance should be struck between fostering trust or facilitating distrust. Finally, longitudinal
effects should be taken into account.

As following these levels would unavoidably amount to observations that are, by nature, incom-
mensurable, we will argue that an overall assessment of legitimacy effects will always require something
more than mere measurement: a judgment in which these findings are weighed and integrated. The
framework that is discussed in this essay can serve as a foundation for this judgment by making expli-
cit what is and what is not addressed in a specific research design. This will result in more substan-
tiated and thus more accountable assertions about legitimacy effects of initiatives that seek a closer
connection with the public.

1.1 Overview of the essay

In the next section, we will briefly introduce three public-opinion-related reforms in criminal justice
that have been conceived to improve legitimacy. Those reforms are those that we have in mind when
we mention the ‘turn to the public’ and it is for these developments that we want to design an explicit
and elaborate framework to evaluate effects on criminal justice legitimacy. From Section 3 onwards, we
will expound on the framework by discussing five levels of analysis that together can provide a system-
atic understanding of legitimacy in this context. Although these levels are of a conceptual nature, they
come with clear implications for how an evaluation of legitimacy should be done. For example, a
normative analysis requires a different methodology than is needed for researching the empirical
dimensions of legitimacy. And, while some of the empirical dimensions may be best addressed by
straightforward quantitative research (like an assessment of trust), others require a more open and
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argumentative analysis. We will touch on these practical questions by concluding each section with a
discussion of its ‘evaluative implications’. In the final section of this essay, we conclude with a discussion
of how disparate findings in conjunction can contribute to a structured assessment of legitimacy.

2 The turn to the public: three developments in criminal justice

In recent decades, multiple reforms in criminal justice have taken place that share one characteristic: a close
eye on public opinion and an increased willingness to accommodate the voice of the public, at the expense
of a more autonomous, professional-oriented system. To illustrate this general point, we will discuss three
developments. These examples are all taken from the Dutch jurisdiction but, as we will argue below,
represent developments that are also taking place in other – at least other Western – jurisdictions.

A first development is increased interest in public opinion about sentencing. Under Dutch law, sen-
tencing guidelines are developed under direction of the Public Prosecution Service (PPS). In 2006, this
institution first stated that its legitimacy would be at stake if prosecutorial guidelines would be too far
removed from what the public deemed reasonable (OM, 2006). Subsequently, it has organised citizen
fora and conducted Internet surveys in order to accommodate public opinion in sentencing. This
marked a break with the past, as these guidelines, like the entire Dutch criminal justice system,
used to be the exclusive domain of professionals. Comparable developments have taken place in
other countries. Public input in sentencing councils and sentencing policy are flourishing, commonly
with a desire to improve legitimacy in mind (see for a discussion of multiple jurisdictions Freiberg and
Gelb, 2008a; cf. Roberts and Plesničar, 2015).

A second development is mushrooming political interventions in the criminal justice system, often
justified with a felt urge to ‘bridge the gap’ between what is delivered by established practice and what
is demanded by moral intuitions of the public. Within the Dutch criminal law context, the past fifteen
years yield ample examples. One such example concerns the imposition of an exclusionary rule for com-
munity sentences – a result of societal turmoil following a television documentary (Noyon, 2017).
According to Roberts (2008: 18), a similar provision has been imposed in Canada. Other examples
from the Dutch jurisdiction include political initiatives to restrict temporary leaves from prison, parole
and so forth. Here again, political opportunity for improving austerity at the back end of sentencing
appears to be an international phenomenon as well (Lacey, 2008; Roberts, 2008; Zimring et al., 2001).
Although one might object that politicians advocating these interventions are not genuinely concerned
with improving ‘legitimacy’ but have first and foremost electoral gain in mind (i.e. the malign, not
benign, version of populism), the principal claim accompanying these initiatives is improving legitimacy.
Therefore, it seems nothing but fair to evaluate these assertions on their contribution to legitimacy.

A third development is the societal ‘positioning’ of criminal justice actors. Roberts (2008: 24) dis-
cusses the repositioning of criminal justice professionals as ‘public servants’, instead of autonomous
legal experts. The main Dutch example is the PPS. Multiple ethnographic studies (Lindeman, 2017;
Van de Bunt, 1985; Van de Bunt and Van Gelder, 2012) have exposed a shift in prime orientation.
Traditionally operating as an autonomous legal professional, typically referred to as a ‘magistrate’,
the working ethos of public prosecutors has gradually become that of a civil servant, serving the articu-
lated demands of real-life society rather than what would be required by an abstract legal order. The
reorientation towards society came with a new interest in its own reputation, an increased willingness
to participate in public debates and an increase in informing society – even during the earliest stages of
criminal investigations – in order to meet societal demands for accountability.

3 Level 1: Normative and empirical dimensions of legitimacy

3.1 Core concepts

The ‘turn to the public’, as illustrated by the abovementioned developments, seems inspired by a per-
ceived empirical-legitimacy deficit. The assumption is that, if certain adjustments are made, the public
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support, and hence the empirical legitimacy of criminal justice (actors), would be fostered. Legitimacy
should, however, not exclusively be conceptualised as an empirical construct. In the classical norma-
tive traditions, accounts of legitimacy are commonly construed by reference to – for example – a hypo-
thetical social contract, a principle of utility, a categorical imperative or any other rationalised
framework (Merquior, 1980). Hence, the principal entity of orientation is not the real public, with
its tempers, passions and irrationalities, but a fictional public comprising legal subjects, marked by
rational, consistent and coherent reasoning. The social scientific understanding of legitimacy has
only diverged from this branch of scientific inquiry after Max Weber demarcated the work field of
the social scientist by asserting that, for him, only a belief in legitimacy (Legitimitätsglaube) should
matter (Weber, 2013; cf. Merquior, 1980). Ever since, this value–fact distinction in researching legit-
imacy has been both defended (Hinsch, 2010) and criticised (Beetham, 2013a; 2013b; Bottoms and
Tankebe, 2012; Fossen, 2013; Habermas, 2015).

This criticism did not, however, avert the emergence of two distinct research traditions (cf.
Merquior, 1980; Siems and Nelken, 2017). Both agree on a basic definition of legitimacy: the right
to rule. But, from there, they diverge. The social scientist is concerned with the recognition of the
right to rule by the ruled (Beetham, 2013b; Bottoms and Tankebe, 2012; Jackson et al., 2012; Tyler,
2006). Then, what matters are real opinions, attitudes and behaviour of (members of) the public,
from which the ‘recognition’ can be deduced. Figuratively speaking, legitimacy thus is something
that resides in the heads of the people. In contrast, a normatively oriented scholar is not interested
in the minds and thoughts of individuals. To him, legitimacy is found elsewhere. In essence, it is
an attribute of a power holder or a quality of the relationship between a power holder and its subor-
dinates. It is not about the factual recognition of the rightfulness of power, but about rational stan-
dards or principles that serve to defend legitimacy on moral grounds (cf. Beetham, 2013b;
Merquior, 1980). The only way to assess legitimacy is, then, by constructing a rational, objectivist
and coherent framework, with at its core the rational legal subject that takes part in a social contract,
subject to a categorical imperative or to any other imaginative abstract order.

Contemporary accounts of legitimacy in criminal justice are almost all exclusively empirical. Tyler
(2006), for example, holds that legitimacy is composed of the trust that people bestow on the (crim-
inal) justice system and the perceived obligation to obey (see further Sunshine and Tyler, 2003; Tyler
and Huo, 2002; Tyler and Jackson, 2013). Another leading scholar, Beetham, is not so much con-
cerned with people’s evaluations of the current state of affairs, but rather with more abstract notions
of what would constitute a legitimate authority. Although Beetham is more interested in the normative
considerations on which members of the public base their assessment of legitimacy, he does explicitly
put beyond doubt that he is solely interested in the empirical question (Beetham, 2013b, pp. 6–7).
Research expanding on Beetham’s theoretical work adopts a comparable position (cf. Jackson et al.,
2011). Some scholars have tried to bridge the gap between the empirical and normative tradition,
by calling into question the possibility of a clear-cut separation (Bottoms and Tankebe, 2012,
pp. 157–158), but this has not yet led to concrete research designs.

Normative perspectives do seem particularly relevant, however, for the context at issue in this essay.
With regard to sentencing, one of the most important objections against accommodating public opin-
ion concerns the threat of unprincipled, and thus normatively unjust, sentencing (Bagaric, 2014;
Roberts, 2014; Roberts and Plesničar, 2015; Ryberg, 2014; Ryberg and Roberts, 2014a; De Keijser,
2014). And an open, dialogic positioning of criminal justice actors in individual criminal cases
(the third development discussed in the previous section) may conflict with other fundamental
legal principles. Upholding the presumption of innocence, avoiding trial by media and safeguarding
only minimal and by-law-prescribed breaches of private life might be hard to reconcile with an
ever more informative, dialogue-seeking demeanour of criminal justice actors. Avoiding trial by
media may be difficult if the PPS itself fancies exposure to the tribunal of public opinion.

To be sure, transparency is a virtue demanded not only by society. The publicity and transparency
requirement, namely the principle of open justice, meaning that criminal proceedings should be open
to the public, is a normative principle – just like the presumption of innocence and respect for private
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life are – and as such codified in inter alia Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights
(ECHR). But, legally, the transparency and publicity requirement have a rather demarcated import,
primarily aimed at safeguarding (a) fair trial(s) (see Van Lent, 2008). Moreover, since the normative
weighing of conflicting interests does not necessarily coalesce with the upshot of public opinion, it
bears a significance of its own.

3.2 Evaluative implications

When it comes to evaluating the core concepts described in the previous section, normative-legitimacy
research would first require the relevant normative values to be identified. This requires a normative,
and not an empirical, type of inquiry. Since the values and norms that are at stake differ depending on
the topic at hand, and depend between legal cultures as well, this requires a legal–normative analysis.

We can illustrate this with some examples. For sentencing, a first obvious value is the principle of
proportionality. But, depending on the context, other legal principles may come up. If, for example,
citizen input in sentencing would result in sentencing policies that discriminate explicitly or implicitly
against minorities, the principle of equality comes to the fore. The ‘societal positioning’ of criminal
justice actors provides a good example for the importance of the legal culture of a given society. In
some legal cultures (in fact, in most continental-European jurisdictions), providing information
about the age and nationality of an arrested suspect is already considered to be at odds with the pre-
sumption of innocence. In other jurisdictions, this may be considered entirely uncontroversial. The
weighing of the normative principles that are at stake is therefore never a universal enterprise, but
always something that should be embedded within local legal custom.

To sum things up: for the first level of assessing the legitimacy of public-opinion-targeted reforms,
the normative dimension of legitimacy should be researched with use of classical legal arguments.
What these relevant arguments are varies, depending on the nature of the development that is eval-
uated and the legal culture of that given society.

4 Level 2: Multiple audiences, macro and micro legitimacy

4.1 Core concepts

When reviewing the existing literature on empirical legitimacy, one remarkable paradox emerges. On the
one hand, there is the procedural justice paradigm that has demonstrated convincingly that legitimacy is
best earned by optimising procedural justice. This approach advocates a design of criminal proceedings
in which interpersonal treatment – treating people with dignity and respect – is of utmost importance.
This includes giving voice to – and listening to – people involved (cf. Tyler, 2006). As such, legitimacy
would be fostered and this, in turn, would promote all sorts of profitable behaviour, such as compliance,
co-operation and obedience. Ultimately, proponents envisage a ‘self-regulatory model’ when procedural
justice would be optimised, in which legitimacy instead of deterrence is the driving force behind law-
abiding behaviour (Tyler et al., 2007, p. 11; Tyler and Jackson, 2013, pp. 95–96). As such, repressive
law enforcement by criminal justice actors would become a rather peripheral phenomenon.

In more sociological, macro-oriented research, the concept of legitimacy is used in a distinct mean-
ing. Here, authors use the term in relation to the heating-up of public discourse concerning penal
questions. As such, the rising-up of a more demotic, punitive sentiment in both political and public
debates has given rise to serious concerns about looming legitimacy deficits (Loader and Sparks, 2013;
Roberts and Plesničar, 2015). Legitimacy is, within this context, related to punitive sentiments and
often associated with a misinformed public that gathers its information about the criminal justice sys-
tem from vicarious sources and forms its opinion on the basis of often distorted media representations
of the criminal justice system (Dzur et al., 2016; Turner, 2018).

Depending on whether one takes the first or second viewpoint as a point of departure, a different set of
remedies seems sensible when someone is concerned with a suspected legitimacy deficit. Someone who
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departs from amacro, European perspective might think of accommodating public opinion in sentencing,
excludingmodes of sentencing (e.g. community service sentences) that have led to public indignation and
putting the ‘public-servant’ ethos of criminal justice professionals first. However, such attempts to appease
public discontent almost imperatively implicate an institutionalised, repressive type of law enforcement.
Indeed, some interventions that seem to be a fruit of this line of reasoning, such as mandatory minimum
sentences and three-strike laws, are antipodal to what is put forward by the procedural justice type of
research. Fixed, austere or minimum sentences seem difficult to reconcile with tailored ‘procedural
just’ proceedings with an emphasis on the individual peculiarities of each case and everyone involved.

These diametrically opposed conclusions can be explained by the fact that both perspectives have a
different audience in sight. While the first line of research is primarily concerned with people directly
involved in criminal proceedings, and thus examines legitimacy at a micro level, the second is inter-
ested in the opinion of the public at large (i.e. macro legitimacy). Smith (2007) and Tonry (2007) have
labelled the first as the ‘American’ and the second as the ‘European’ conception of the term.

The fact that the first conception of legitimacy is rooted in an American legal culture and the second
in a European one does not mean that one can or should exclude the ‘American’ viewpoint of legitimacy
from ‘European’ considerations. Of course, it is clear that, in European jurisdictions, parties involved do
benefit from ‘procedural just’ proceedings (and, vice versa, the heating-up of public discourse is also an
American phenomenon). Therefore, it is more useful to learn from this distinction that criminal justice
systems have multiple audiences (cf. Bottoms and Tankebe, 2012). Serving the needs of one audience,
and promoting the perceived legitimacy here, might have adverse effects on another audience. What
serves the macro audience may thwart the possibilities for procedural just proceedings at a micro
level. As a consequence, one cannot prefer one approach to legitimacy categorically to the other.

It is important, however, when public-opinion-targeted reforms are taking place with one specific
audience in mind to consider the possibility of unintended, adverse (side) effects on other audiences.

4.2 Evaluative implications

For judging the ‘legitimacy’ effects of public-opinion-targeted reforms, it is first and foremost import-
ant to distinguish sharply between the two conceptions of legitimacy. Research findings from the pro-
cedural justice approach cannot simply be transposed to interventions – such as accommodating
public opinion in drafting sentencing guidelines – aimed at legitimacy at a macro level. In any
instance, the micro–macro distinction reminds us to bear in mind that findings from one audience
cannot simply be transposed to the other. Legitimacy at a micro level is associated with obedience,
compliance and co-operation. But it is far from evident whether, and to what extent, macro legitimacy
equally incites (these types of) social action. Second, it follows from the above that there is more
research to be done concerning possible adverse effects between different types of audience.

There are some other evaluative difficulties concerning the assessment of macro legitimacy that can
only be touched upon briefly in this essay. Measuring macro legitimacy is a rather puzzling enterprise.
Straightforward, superficial measurements provide a coarse, punitive ‘audience’, which displays high
levels of cynicism about the functioning of criminal justice (cf. Roberts and Hough, 2005). These find-
ings are diametrically opposed to more sophisticated types of public-opinion assessment. It has been
shown repeatedly that an informed, deliberative research setting produces a breed of public opinion
that is not far removed from established practice (De Keijser, 2014; De Keijser et al., 2006;
Indermaur et al., 2012; Indermaur, 2008; Roberts and Hough, 2005; Wagenaar, 2008). Which ‘public’
would provide the most ‘valid’ account of public opinion is an as-yet unresolved issue.

5 Level 3: Defining the purpose of legitimacy

5.1 Core concepts

Since legitimacy is the right to rule, and the empirical dimension of legitimacy is particularly con-
cerned with the empirical recognition of that right by the ruled (see Section 3), any researcher of
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legitimacy should decide how this recognition can be determined: from which reports, observed
behaviour, public discourse or other forms of social action this recognition is to be deduced. Is all
authority that is generally obeyed by definition legitimate? Or do other non-behavioural types of social
action matter as well? Does, for example, displayed discontent with criminal justice performance, or
cynicism about sentencing levels, imply a lacking recognition of the right to rule?

Traditionally, major weight in determining the recognition of the right to rule is allotted to obedi-
ence. This is perhaps mainly a result of Weber’s influence in the social sciences. Bottoms and Tankebe
even hold that, for Weber, ‘legitimate domination simply is obeyed legality’ (2012, p. 130), although
this interpretation is contested elsewhere (cf. Hinsch, 2010). Of course, it is important to overcome the
simplification to consider all obeyed power legitimate. This may be done by inquiring after a ‘perceived
obligation to obey’ in survey-based research, as has often been done in procedural justice research
(Tyler, 2006). The main drawback of this approach is that legitimacy is regarded as something atomic,
while the legitimacy problems that seem to fuel the criminal justice reforms that are of prime concern
to us are manifest societal phenomena that amount to more than just the sum of individuals’ opinions.
A second drawback is that typically a small, and predetermined, set of variables is taken into account
as possible predictors for legitimacy (cf. Smith, 2007). The value-based nature of legitimacy is hence
partially obscured (cf. Bottoms and Tankebe, 2012).

An alternative has been provided by Beetham. He has argued that it is better to ask respondents
what they consider to be appropriate standards for legitimate authority in abstracto – leaving it for
the researcher to make a comparison between these abstract ideals of a given society and the real-world
situation. For Beetham, ‘a given power relationship is not legitimate because people believe in its
legitimacy, but because it can be justified in terms of their beliefs’ (Beetham, 2013b, p. 11, emphasis
in original). This approach might provide a richer account of social values that are important to legit-
imacy – since social values lie at the heart of such an investigation. However, the benefits of such an
approach are, by the same token, is drawbacks. When only asking for social values in abstracto, the
evaluations of the current state of affairs by members of a given society are rendered irrelevant.
This could easily draw attention away from the fact that these evaluations form a force of their
own. Examples are the many penal scandals that have led to reforms in criminal justice, while the
public and political debate was corrupted with misrepresentations. Empirical legitimacy thus is not
only a matter of abstract, shared values. Sudden uprisings, emotionally rather than rationally charged
fluctuations and unpredictable dynamics can be a force in themselves that can alter the constitutional
or legislative playing field and consequently the parameters of legitimacy.

Therefore, we believe that there is a need to explore some other ways of assessing the ‘belief in legit-
imacy’. We consider it possible to connect research on popular discourse, public denunciation, (sur-
reptitious) disapproval, gossip and so forth to research on legitimacy. This can provide a richer
account of normative considerations and hence a more informed account of the recognition of the
right to rule. Some promising suggestions include research into (social) media discourse on criminal
justice (Prichard et al., 2015). A second step would be to relate this type of inquiry to predictors of
legitimacy on the one hand and effects of legitimacy on the other. Whereas the procedural justice
approach has demonstrated many of these connections (with procedural justice being the main
cause of legitimacy and all kinds of profitable behaviour, some clearly demonstrated effects), these
relations have not yet been exposed with regard to this macro, étatist-European level of analysis.

5.2 Evaluative implications

A belief in legitimacy can take many forms. With regard to the topic of this essay –
public-opinion-related reforms in criminal justice – we seek to grasp a belief in legitimacy at a
macro level that includes deeper moral intuitions of the public as well as manifest evaluations of
the functioning of criminal justice by the public. For the first part, the Beetham model of legitimacy
has clear advantages, since it provides a deeper understanding of the mechanisms underlying
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legitimacy. Next to inquiring after these abstract notions, we believe research into public discourse to
be best suited. A combined approach can generate the most interesting observations.

6 Trust and distrust

6.1 Core concepts

A next intriguing dimension of legitimacy revolves around the concepts of trust and distrust. Weber’s
contemporary Georg Simmel (1958) already maintained that, without trust, any social structure would
disintegrate. Expanding on this, researchers have consistently regarded trust to be a constitutive elem-
ent of legitimacy (cf. Tyler, 2006 and see above). In legitimacy research in less well-known – for
example not Western – countries, reported levels of trust are often even equated with legitimacy, per-
haps because of limited empirical data (cf. Karstedt, 2013). What appears to be absent in criminal just-
ice literature, however, is the notion that distrust may be equally quintessential to legitimacy. This
argument has been advocated in political-science literature (Hardin, 1999; Rosanvallon, 2008) and
is worth following within the realm of criminal justice research.

It may sound paradoxical that both trust and distrust can contribute to legitimacy. To explain the
point, we need to take a closer look at the ontology of trust. Generally, a definition of trust includes
(1) the acceptance of dependency (2) in absence of certainty about the reliability of the power holder
(Barbalet, 2009). This definition makes clear that any power holder in any instance will always need a
certain amount of trust, as it is impossible for citizens to be completely certain about every aspect of
the functioning of a power holder. Hence, the existence of a ‘certainty gap’ that needs to be bridged by
societal trust is always inevitable. But a certainty gap that cannot be bridged because it is too wide or
otherwise considered unacceptable by the public does put the criminal justice power holder in a pos-
ition of a looming empirical-legitimacy deficit.

We can think of two ideal typical modes of how a (criminal justice) power holder might deal with
this gap. In the first, it targets the first element of trust and tries to promote its societal acceptability,
for example by means of public relations, reputation management and so forth. Underlining respon-
siveness or a ‘tough-on-crime’ promise might be strategies in this respect. A second ideal type is aimed
at the second element of trust and attempts to inhibit uncertainty. This might be done by being more
transparent about the way in which the (criminal justice) authority operates and allowing public over-
sight. Whereas the first ideal type promotes trust in an absolute sense, because it does not aspire to
close the size of the ‘certainty gap’ itself, but only to make this gap more acceptable, the second
ideal type does try to narrow the gap. As such, the term ‘facilitating distrust’ might be a more appro-
priate term for this second ideal type, as it encourages citizens to scrutinise government performances.
Both ideal types do of course not exist in real-life society in a ‘pure’ form. But criminal justice actors
can, in their attempts to legitimise themselves, gravitate towards the first or the second ideal type.

It is this appreciation of distrust that we believe should not be overlooked in legitimacy research, first
because of the (normative) consideration that legitimate authority is based on a conditional delegation of
rights and conferral of power of an individual to the government (e.g. by means of a social contract),
which implies the need for some vigilance among subordinates, next to some accountability of the
power holder; and, second, because of what Rosanvallon (2008) has coined the emergence of ‘an age
of distrust’. He argues that, in contemporary Western societies, citizens are more inclined than before
to exercise vigilance, oversight and denunciation, while power holders have adapted to this new reality
by being more accountable and exposing themselves more to the tribunal of public opinion. Indeed, the
reforms that we described in the second section seem to fit this description of Rosanvallon.

Researching distrust requires a different perspective than researching trust. ‘Trust’ may be higher or
lower and is often even expressed in quantitative terms. For distrust, however, it appears to be too easy
to simply assume that (quantitative) levels of distrust affect legitimacy. Even Rosanvallon, a profound
protagonist of the appreciation of distrust as a legitimacy-enriching factor, acknowledges that there is
one ‘pathological’ manifestation of distrust: populism (2008, pp. 265–273). What seems crucial for any
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fruitful exercise of distrust is its quality. If distrust is an expression of commitment, and an ambition to
scrutinise government in order to inhibit uncertainty, it can maturate legitimacy. But it is more dif-
ficult to see how cynical, ill-founded distrust, albeit considered an expression of commitment, can
improve legitimacy.

A next observation about distrust follows from the previous. As the quality of distrust demands
something from the public, it is clear that mechanisms of distrust are essentially dialogic. A power
holder can facilitate distrust by being more transparent, but what is needed from the public is some
civic engagement to exercise distrust genuinely: a willingness to close the certainty gap rather than
rushing into denunciation. There is perhaps less sense in being more transparent if the public is
more into ‘compulsive and permanent stigmatization of the ruling authorities’ instead of ‘an active,
positive urge to inspect what the government is doing’ (cf. Rosanvallon, 2008, p. 268).

6.2 Evaluative implications

The complex interplay between trust and distrust calls for different evaluative questions. First, it might
be interesting to investigate whether criminal justice actors gravitate towards the first ideal type or
towards the second. The developments discussed in the second section provide interesting research
cases. Citizen fora might be organised primarily to foster acceptance – for example because they
come with a promise of responsiveness – but can also be organised to facilitate distrust, for example
because these fora are deployed to inform citizens and provide them with an opportunity for oversight.
And participating in public debates might be done to gain acceptance (perhaps by means of bold lan-
guage) but can also serve as a means to be held accountable and, as such, provide the public with an
opportunity to narrow the certainty gap.

Other questions concern the public. Here, levels of trust remain of interest. But just as interesting
would be the quality (or temper) of distrust. Although the nature of distrust seems something that
should be better explored in criminal justice research, we can think of at least three ideal typical cat-
egories in advance. A first is non-existent distrust, meaning an absence of societal commitment. Next
to this, it appears sensible to distinguish between two ideal typical modes of distrust that do depart
from some level of societal commitment: radicalised displays of distrust, leading to the compulsive
denunciation that Rosanvallon has coined as archetypically populist; and constructive, vigilant distrust.
Again, ‘pure’ ideal types are a mere theoretical option and it would be interesting to research the dom-
inant currents within the public.

A final theme questions how the positioning and demeanour of the criminal justice power holder
relates to the type(s) of distrust that can be found among the public. It questions whether what the
power holder is doing is well aligned with what is expected by the public. Since these ‘dialogic’ aspects
of distrust mechanisms are closely related to the final level of legitimacy research that is discussed in
the next section, we will elaborate on this there.

7 Longitudinal – or dialogic – nature of legitimacy

7.1 Core concepts

One of the more recent contributions to the literature on legitimacy was added by Bottoms and
Tankebe; they propose a ‘dialogic approach’ (2012; 2013). Their principle objection against some pre-
existing conceptualisations (such as the Beetham model) is that they can easily lead to ‘hypostatization’
(Bottoms and Tankebe, 2013, p. 66). Bottoms and Tankebe warn against thinking of legitimacy as a
fixed or static quality and thereby overlooking the interactive and unpredictable nature (cf. Fossen,
2013; Loader and Sparks, 2013; Martin and Bradford, 2019). Central to the dialogic approach to legit-
imacy is that longitudinal effects should be taken into account. Their remarks about the dynamic
nature fit well the observations that we made in previous sections. For both the relation between
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abstract notions and manifest recognition (Section 5) and the dialogic praxis of distrust (Section 6), we
concluded with remarks about the importance of claim/response sequences.

Numerous other longitudinal effects can be thought of. Because of the inherently unpredictable and
interactive nature of these effects, it is undoable to anticipate them in advance. But, regarding the
developments discussed in the second section, lessons about (unintended) (side) effects can be learned
from history. Attempts to close the gap between actual sentencing levels and what is demanded by the
public (see the first development in Section 2) seem to be an insurmountable enterprise, since people
are notoriously ill-informed about factual levels of sentencing, and factual-sentencing practice and the
percentage of people who are dissatisfied with perceived practice seem unrelated (De Keijser, 2014;
Freiberg and Gelb, 2008b; Roberts and De Keijser, 2014; Roberts and Hough, 2005). Although general
levels of sentencing have gone up in recent decades, a robust proportion of society maintains that
sentences are generally too low (Cullen et al., 2000; Gelb, 2008, pp. 72–73; Hindelang, 1974, p. 106;
Hough and Roberts, 1999; Pratt, 2008, p. 32; Sprott and Doob, 1997).

Political interventions that are a fruit of penal scandals (see the second development in Section 2),
such as exclusionary rules for community sentencing and mandatory minimum sentences, have often
suffered from significant unintended (side) effects. Research has shown that mandatory minimum
sentences are often bypassed by the judiciary (Van Kalmthout and Tak, 2003). This may be leading
to renewed public indignation, as these bypasses could easily spark new penal scandals. Long-term
legitimacy effects of the public-debate engagement of criminal justice professionals (the third develop-
ment) seem to be a relatively underexplored topic. Interesting research questions include whether this
repositioning is welcomed by the public and to what extent the attitude deployed (e.g. fostering trust or
facilitating distrust) is in line with public preferences (see Section 6.1). Other interesting questions are
concerned with (unintended) effects. Does, for example, a horizontal repositioning promote public
vigilance? Does it cause the public to assume that their opinion matters?

7.2 Evaluative implications

We have discussed several possible methods of assessing longitudinal or dialogic effects already in pre-
vious sections. Here, we can add to this that, given the lens that longitudinal effects offer for assessing
unintended or unpredictable effects, case-studies seem a useful tool to comprehensively assess effects
of the several initiatives that seek a closer connection to the public. Since dynamic effects are by nature
unpredictable, it seems most promising to start with some exploratory, qualitative research.
Case-studies using, for example, participant observational research methods seem suitable for carefully
analysing reforms like the new ‘positioning’ of criminal justice actors.

Apart from considering the ‘dialogic nature’ of legitimacy as one aspect – of five – of legitimacy, we
can also think of the dialogic approach as an overarching framework for studying legitimacy.
Case-studies could, apart from being a tool to assess longitudinal effects, also function as a research
design that accommodates all the levels of analysis that we presented in previous sections.
Moreover, the metaphor of a dialogue could also serve as a useful perspective from which to view legit-
imacy as a whole: just like dialogues in everyday life, public-opinion-oriented reforms can be a fruit of
emotions and misunderstandings, but also a sincere and calm attempt at better understanding.
Looking at this from a ‘dialogic’ perspective might provide a profitable viewpoint.

8 Conclusion: judging legitimacy of the turn to the public

In previous sections, we have argued that, while a lot of criminal justice reforms are taking place with a
close eye on the public and with improving ‘legitimacy’ in mind, to date, no clear conceptualisation of
legitimacy exists that fits this specific context. This has led to rather unsatisfactory unsubstantiated
claims about possible legitimacy effects of these reforms. To make legitimacy scientifically tangible
in this specific context, we have argued that it is best to structure legitimacy research by addressing
five levels of analysis.
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We believe that this model offers advantages in comparison with two ways in which the concept of
legitimacy is used in criminal justice literature. First, there are prevailing accounts of legitimacy devel-
oped in psychology (cf. Tyler, 2006), some infused with political-science perspectives (cf. Jackson
et al., 2011). These conceptualisations are elaborate and operationally refined, but tend to view legit-
imacy as an atomic instead of a societal phenomenon, focusing on direct dealings that people have
with the police or the courts and – as a consequence – on aspects of procedural justice. As such,
we believe that these models do not provide a perfect fit with criminal justice reforms that are designed
to appease public opinion, since these initiatives are typically targeted at meeting the demands of the
public at large: demands that are formed on the basis of vicarious (indirect) sources and are usually
more about substantive – instead of procedural – justice. The second branch of legitimacy studies does
not provide a solid alternative, however. Here, we see that the notion of legitimacy is used rather
loosely, in such a way that it is unclear whether it is anything more than an opinion or to what extent
the use of the word ‘legitimacy’ adds anything to a mere positive personal evaluation of some devel-
opment or situation.

Applying the five levels set out in this essay offers a middle road. We believe that legitimacy is best
conceptualised as a reasoned judgment based on the collective evaluation of the five levels discerned. A
valid account of legitimacy will always require more than only measurement. Any research operationa-
lisation (whether or not departing from the levels discussed) requires multiple choices, such as whether
to include or exclude the normative dimension and/or longitudinal effects or which modes of recogni-
tion are considered important and which audiences are researched. These choices can be made for the-
oretical, practical and organisational reasons. But, if legitimacy research is not simplified to just one
dimension or audience – and we hope to have demonstrated in this essay that there are good reasons
not to – it will often produce findings that are by nature incommensurable. And there appears to be
no objective way to alchemise, for example, an assessment of normative values, research into the quality
of distrust and/or research into abstract values into one assertion about legitimacy.

Viewing legitimacy as a reasoned judgment provides a solid alternative in between the specific – but
reductionist and perhaps less well fitting – models and the rather loose and vague ways in which the
concept of legitimacy is used elsewhere. The five-level framework can help in structuring and substan-
tiating such a reasoned judgment: first, by exposing the choices that are (implicitly) made in any
research design; second, by viewing legitimacy as a judgment that is reasoned instead of an only mea-
sured entity, disparate research findings become useful building blocks instead of obnoxious incom-
mensurabilities; and, finally, as this model helps in identifying relevant building blocks, it can guide
how to weigh research findings and how to put them in the context of other findings and possible
missing information. In this way, an evaluation of legitimacy effects becomes a narrative in which
the relevant research findings are appraised and considered in light of what has not been part of a
certain research project. One might object that a reasoned judgment will always remain inherently sub-
jective. But, by being transparent about the building blocks and the weight that is allotted to each, a
legitimacy judgment can be buttressed that is structured and substantiated.
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